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About This Game

Have you ever imagined becoming a thief? Sneaking past countless guards inside a mansion?
Traveling through secret passages, and stealing treasure inside?!

Nero's parents were killed when he was young. After watching a person being beaten by a noblemen, and thinking of his own
parents' deaths, he is inspired to become the vigilante known as the "Moonlight Thief" and to serve the people, as their hero of

justice.
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The common people struggle to live without money. However, they have a strong resistance to persecution from the aristocrats.
Why do nobles steal things from the people who don't have any more money? You have to infiltrate mansions owned by the

nobles to return the items they've stolen to their rightful owners.

"Moonlight Thief" is a top-view action stealth mystery role-playing game.
Nero, the "Moonlight Thief", helps the people who are struggling because of all of the nobles who oppressed them.

In a virtual village of the early 20th century, the nobles plunder the common people to benefit themselves. The Duke of Ewald
then comes to the village, and his policies helps the common people.

However before any significant changes, his health rapidly deteriorated, and the harassment from the nobility still remains
unchanged.

In the game, there are two categories: infiltrating into homes of the aristocrats, and finding clues about the death of Nero's
parents. You will be following someone, tracking him/her down, and investigating the crime scene.

Most people are treated unfairly by the nobility but are afraid to fight against social order.
To them, the Moonlight Thief is a hero.

There are many secret tunnels hidden in the nobility's mansion.

It's a game for Windows,
and you can play it with a keyboard and mouse, XBox 360, and PS4 dual-shock.
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- Controls

WASD - Move
Q - Quick slots

E - Using Events & Items
Shift - Dash

Space - Walk
Left Click - Attack
Right Click - Shoot

Esc - Menu

There are a total of six items that can be used in quick slots, as shown below.
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Watchmen are patrolling and waiting for you to infiltrate the premises.
Be careful! Walk quietly or you might wake the nobleman or alert the guards.

You can fight directly with the guards, or you can knock them out indirectly using peripheral tools. If you lure them into a gap.
You can drop a chandelier on them, or use the traps to knock them down.

A total of six mansions in this town were built by an eccentric architect.
Each house will welcome you with a distinctive set of gimmicks.

There are many stolen items inside each mansion to retrieve.
Clear each mini game and obtain the item!

The stolen items that you manage to retrieve should be returned to its rightful owner.
If you return the item in front of the owner, be careful not to be spotted by the owner or he/she might identify you to the police

if later interrogated.
Depending on your heroism, the bounty and the size of the prize will change.
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If you have retrieve sufficient stolen items, you can unlock part-time jobs in your town, and use your part-time job to raise
money! A total of six part-time jobs are available, including "Boss Rush".

==

 Now be the apostle of justice to help those in need!
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Title: Moonlight thief
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Alpheratz*
Publisher:
Alpheratz*
Franchise:
Alpheratz*
Release Date: 26 Apr, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-3570 CPU @ 3.40GHz

Memory: 200 MB RAM

Graphics: AMD Radeon HD 6900 Series

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 200 MB available space

English,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Japanese
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Maintenance - 19/03/19:

Dear Community,

Our portal, game servers will undergo a scheduled maintenance tomorrow morning, 19/03/2019, from 07:00 to 9:05 a.m. UTC.

During this time, you will not be able to connect to our servers or log in to your account. Players connected to any of our
services will be forcefully disconnected when the maintenance begins.

Kind regards,
Your WEBZEN Team. Sailaway Update V.0.9.018 - Bug fixes for multi-crew issues:
Hello Pioneers,

There have been some wonderfully detailed posts on issues found while trying to multi-crew a boat in Sailaway, these have
enabled us to narrow down what is causing them and deploy some fixes. Thank you as always, we have a wonderful community.

This update makes the following changes/fixes:. V1.2.2:
New features :
- right clic allow to unselect units.
- move your cursor to the edge of the screen to scroll
- in adventure mode "quit the game" was renamed to "next mission"
- changing your apparence was fixed.
- your characters are saved in a 2nd ".bak" file to avert losses.

- Keyboard shortcuts
"F" : toggle full screen / window mode
"1, 2, 3...0" : add a shortcut on an item (rollover an item with your mouse cursor and press a key to assign a shortcut)
"del" : erase selected building / erase nearest wall
"G" : savegame
"Esc" : display options
"Space" : close/hide all windows and bars & cancel building site
"Enter" : validate building site
"+" "-" : Zoom in, zoom out
"C" : display/close character sheet
"R" : display/close ressources window
"B" : display/close bestiary window
"I" : display/close inventory
"A" : attack nearest enemy / go to resurrect building
"H" : show/hide houses bar / come back home
"T" : show/hide defense towers bar
"W" : show/hide workshops bar
"L" : show/hide plant resources bar
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"left arrow" : scroll current building bar to left
"right arrow" : scroll current building bar to right. CrossCode 1.0.3-3 – SPEED LINES:

CrossCode Version 1.0.3-3 has just been released and finally features SPEED LINES!

We recently made the shocking discovery that over all those years, CrossCode's gameplay has been TOO SLOW.

Pictured: Regular CrossCode gameplay that is slow and has pacing issues.

In order to fix this issue, we added SPEED LINES!
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Pictured: Improved CrossCode gameplay with speed lines for a faster and superior experience.

We also made a few trees more regular.

For now, the new Hotfix release is only available through Steam.

EDIT:
Happy April Fools' Day!

Yeah, that last update may have overdone it a bit with speed lines.
With today's update speed lines have been reduced to only appear in important combat events (because it's actually cool that
way).

If you don't like those speed lines either, you can disable them in the option menu under the Video category.

If you actually miss having speed lines on every move, you can still use the Speedlines bonus code to enable them!

Same for the Regular-Trees.. Moero Chronicle [UPDATE 1.0.13]:
Hi Monster Girl collectors! I know I've been around a lot lately but I'm bringing more good news!

We've added the following fix and improvement with the latest build today 9/26/17:

 Fixed an issue where some monster girls would have incorrect costumes equipped during Bumping Scratch.

Thanks for your patience and feedback! Should other troubles arise, our Iffy's Tech Support subforums are where you can
search for tech help. You can also visit our PC form  here[www.ideafintl.com] to give us feedback directly.

Hope you enjoy playing!

Cheers!
-Orion
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. V1.047:
** IMPORTANT **
If you use Full Screen mode and your mouse is not visible, use Borderless Full Screen instead.

- New procedural snakes on the main branch
- Added more options in set resolution screen.
- Can now set proper full screen mode
- Can now choose which monitor to use
- Reduced screen shake. Roundup: 15 days CS2D on Steam!:
CS2D has been released on Steam 15 days ago. Over 335,000 free licenses have been distributed via Steam and we have over 
275,000 first time installs with recorded playtime!

Over 2,280 players reviewed the game and over 2,100 of these reviews are positive. We managed to stay at the amazing level of 
92% positive reviews!

We released 3 patches in this time and we are working on further improvements and bug fixes which we will release ASAP! 
Also stay tuned for a fan made Korean translation! Special thanks to Zeisen (U.S.G.N. #53832)!. 20180724 Update:

Version: 2.1.2 -> 2.1.3. #MinistryofContests:
The second question is closed for the answers.

The third question is here: https://alawar.typeform.com/to/qYG51o

Good luck!
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